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Q1 To accommodate the expansion of community and sporting facilities,
a new vehicle and pedestrian entry statement is planned into VC Mitchell
Park via Marmion Street. Refer to Reference 1.Do you support the new

vehicle and pedestrian entry statement?
Answered: 148 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 148

# IF YES, OR NO, WHY? DATE

1 Cost- this separate things can be added as and when we activated have enough money. For
future reference this question is not worded well- it doesn’t make clear what exactly you are
asking about. Statement alone implies a form of communication rather than a fancy visual
experience

5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 Supported but have concerns with trees and shrubs in a busy entrance to a sporting
precinct where there will be a lot of unsupervised children. The entry should have clear sight
lines for vehicles so as to decrease interaction between pedestrians and cars.

5/13/2021 1:27 PM

3 I don't believe this question should be the first asked. Yes a new entry to facility as shown
looks great

5/12/2021 8:06 PM

4 Bulldozing natural bush, kangaroo and native animal habitat, cost to fill the site, 5/11/2021 7:21 PM

5 The entry is leading into a school zone which could result in backed up traffic and the entry
is very close to residential housing. Will it be a one way entry or not as this is unclear??

5/8/2021 9:31 PM

6 Primarily yes, however the plan is confusing as this appears to access car park 3 only, near
the rec centre and doesn't show connection to car park 1, near oval & pavilion. Would only
support if ''possible new main entry 1" (as titled on the plan) was constructed to access car
park 1, the pavilion & oval when required.

5/7/2021 2:31 PM

7 We can't afford a development of this magnitude. 5/7/2021 8:49 AM

8 Why the Fuck would you clear all that bush when there are other options that could involve
no clearing! Wake up!

5/6/2021 10:19 AM

9 we can not aford the loan the football cloub can not be trusted with any money 5/5/2021 8:10 PM

10 Improve appearance 5/5/2021 5:47 PM

11 Just as long as it is well lit to avoid any risk to pedestrians at night and to prevent crime
which tends to occur around pathways, carparks and entries that are not well lit.

5/3/2021 8:32 PM

12 Without a detailed design or costing for this revision, how can I make a decision? 5/1/2021 4:15 PM

13 Good to have entry off Marmion St 4/30/2021 3:20 PM

14 Seemed a reasonable decision 4/28/2021 9:24 PM

15 Too costly to Shire. Seems an easy cost to avoid without affecting the actual quality of the
sports fields and rooms.

4/28/2021 8:54 PM
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16 Looks good. Seems to make sense 4/27/2021 8:08 PM

17 Easy access for busses and high volumes of traffic will be required for events. Let’s plan
ahead now

4/27/2021 8:02 PM

18 it leads to car park 3 which is nowhere near the oval or the function centre where most
people will be.

4/27/2021 9:42 AM

19 Waste of money 4/24/2021 11:01 PM

20 Will allow for the construction of the only truly multi use, multi purpose part of this project,
the rec centre redevelopment, to go ahead

4/24/2021 1:52 PM

21 Yes because it diverts traffic away from the school and day care centre 4/24/2021 1:38 PM

22 Avenue of honour of what? Or who? 4/23/2021 4:37 PM

23 The shire simply can not afford this amount amount of development. The focus has to be on
improving participation not entrance’s, bars and restaurants. Get some flood lights change
rooms and move the pump track 50 metres in any direction.

4/23/2021 10:47 AM

24 I do not agree with any part of the recreation precinct project or any increase in rates. 4/23/2021 5:53 AM

25 What exactly is the 'Entry statement"? Poorly worded question. Is it the driveway? There is
no indication as to how many lanes of traffic there are - poorly drawn plan. Is there to be a
archway or something that is actually a 'statement'? There is nothing mentioned on the plan.
Visibility and safety should be the main focus for the traffic planning, especially when there
are children involved in being dropped off and picked up. There are a lot of other more
suitable sites around Donnybrook to recognise anyone deserving such an honour. Trees and
bushes require maintenance, this is an additional and unnecessary expense for the shire
when we so many other gardens to maintain. Or is it to be left to the volunteers, and which
club will be required to do so?

4/22/2021 12:32 PM

26 Intercepts at a Yelverton street. A busy pedestrian and road traffic street that serves the
primary school and Westwood Estate Visibility in both directions isn’t good, residents to the
left and uphill slope on the right

4/21/2021 9:48 PM

27 There's no vehicular access marked in this space so how do cars get in? 4/21/2021 4:30 PM

28 Up grade the existing gate 4/20/2021 11:04 PM

29 Gives an alternate entrance to the recreational centre 4/20/2021 10:51 PM

30 Why not up grade original gates 4/20/2021 10:42 PM

31 Not interested 4/20/2021 8:24 PM

32 Appears to be the most suitable option. 4/20/2021 3:09 PM

33 Easy one access for the whole precinct. Currently annoying having to drive from Marmion to
Steere if going from the footy/tennis area to the Rec Centre. The Avenue of Honour is a
great idea. Nannup (Higgins Street) have a nice timber & tree avenue of honour. Carpark 1 &
3 should link and be able to access each other. If one is full then onsite access between the
two will stop traffic going back out onto Marmion Street and then driving to the next carpark.

4/20/2021 1:23 PM

34 Unsure about being unable park car around oval 4/19/2021 10:15 PM

35 What are the proposed plants? Has driver visibility been the main consideration. Drawing
doesn't indicate if one lane or two. Can you see if traffic is giving way/waiting. Nice idea, but
practical application needs more consideration or more detailed drawing should be available
to provide accurate feedback

4/19/2021 10:13 PM

36 Too much of an impact on existing homes. 4/19/2021 9:31 PM

37 People already walk this path to the rec Centre, it would be nice to see it made into a safe
walkway

4/19/2021 9:23 PM

38 I do not support this project. There are other basic requirements within the shire that need
attending to before a project like this should be considered

4/19/2021 9:18 PM

39 Better use of space and safer traffic flow 4/19/2021 8:43 PM

40 we do not need this and the cost is to high 4/19/2021 8:25 PM

41 not fussed 4/19/2021 8:15 PM

42 the new enterance would be beneficial with accessing the rec centre and would enable to
proposed extension to take place

4/19/2021 7:50 PM

43 Still gives the country feel when watching footy and the wet weather 4/19/2021 7:38 PM

44 It will help eliviate parking congestion on the kerbside. 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

45 Great use of a really bad footpath 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

46 Needs to be opened up, currently it is a bottle neck 4/19/2021 7:03 PM
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47 Why not?! There is already a path there so it is great use of that area. 4/19/2021 6:45 PM

48 Vehicle access needs to be available to park around the oval. Vehicle access needs to be 2
way traffic

4/19/2021 6:09 PM

49 When I attend football I like to sit in my car to watch the game. 4/19/2021 5:49 PM

50 Would be less hazardous than current access. 4/19/2021 4:41 PM

51 Provided entry is still maintained to access car park no 1 and parking around oval 4/19/2021 4:39 PM

52 multiple entries from each street makes sense 4/19/2021 4:36 PM

53 Commemorate Dbk sportsman. Eg chris sheehan 4/19/2021 4:30 PM

54 it’s not in the way of anything 4/19/2021 4:30 PM

55 Looks logical. 4/19/2021 4:21 PM

56 An entry statement is important 4/19/2021 4:10 PM

57 It has always been a safe walkway for school students to use as an access way to the
recreation centre. It would be a good use of space to use it as a combined space however it
creates a hazard for children who use this as a walkway.

4/19/2021 3:48 PM

58 Current entry dose not work effectively, limits access when football is on. 4/19/2021 3:24 PM

59 It provides an easily accessible entry point 4/19/2021 3:18 PM

60 It makes more sense and is a better entrance statement. 4/19/2021 3:16 PM

61 New entry to Rec centre would help with building additional indoor court 4/19/2021 3:07 PM

62 Seems to come into a larger car park 4/19/2021 3:03 PM

63 It creates a better entry statement and uses the space better 4/19/2021 2:44 PM

64 It does matter where the entry is it’s easy to get to 4/19/2021 2:43 PM

65 Although not happy about trees being knocked down for this. 4/19/2021 2:33 PM

66 It's needed 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

67 Reduce traffic congestion at entry/exit 4/19/2021 2:27 PM

68 Closer for the majority of our residents 4/19/2021 2:22 PM
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68.97% 100

31.03% 45

Q2 If you supported the new vehicle and pedestrian entry statement into
VC Mitchell Park, then do you support the road being an 'Avenue of
Honour' to recognise the Shire's eminent persons and/or historical

figures?
Answered: 145 Skipped: 6

TOTAL 145

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 This is an egotistical and unnecessary way of spending money again. 5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 Avenue of honour yes, but why just Shire peoples? Honour our rivers/lands/places of
Aboriginal heritage /apple varieties etc etc

5/10/2021 11:24 PM

3 Avenue of honour yes, but why just Shire peoples? Honour our rivers/lands/places of
Aboriginal heritage /apple varieties etc etc

5/10/2021 10:34 PM

4 Residents achievements Nationally or Internationally recognised 5/10/2021 8:33 PM

5 I think the idea for an avenue of honour is good, however people are not going to go out of
their way to visit it and i believe it would be more suited to be situated in the main street of
Donnybrook so people could visit it as they pass through the town.

5/8/2021 9:31 PM

6 i think it would be better somewhere else, why not at the old caravan park 5/8/2021 3:46 PM

7 Unsure. A nice gesture, but could open a can of worms! 5/7/2021 2:35 PM

8 Recognise the fucking environment and appreciate it as it is. Why would you create an
avenue of honour there. No fucking way.

5/6/2021 10:19 AM

9 we can not aford the loan the football cloub can not be trusted with any money 5/5/2021 8:10 PM

10 Would be a great way to integrate the past with the future 5/5/2021 12:28 PM

11 should be native species trees 5/3/2021 8:32 PM

12 No Sure 4/30/2021 3:21 PM

13 Very supportive of recognising community past contributors 4/28/2021 9:24 PM

14 Perhaps this could be added later. All sports facilities should be completed before this is
considered

4/24/2021 1:52 PM

15 As long as they aren’t all crusty old white men. Let’s include some women and First Nation
people.

4/24/2021 1:38 PM

16 Very poorly worded. Again honouring who? Give some specific names. 4/23/2021 4:37 PM

17 We can’t afford this option and it would in no way do those who died for our freedoms
justice. Egan Park, Preston River or Goods Shed are more appropriate

4/23/2021 10:47 AM

18 See response Q1 4/23/2021 5:53 AM
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19 Visibility and safety should be the main focus for the traffic planning, especially when there
are children involved in being dropped off and picked up. There are a lot of other more
suitable sites around Donnybrook to recognise anyone deserving such an honour. Trees and
bushes require maintenance, this is an additional and unnecessary expense for the shire
when we so many other gardens to maintain. Or is it to be left to the volunteers, and which
club will be required to do so?

4/22/2021 12:32 PM

20 The Avenue of Honour would need to be much longer and significantly wider than that area
would allow

4/21/2021 9:48 PM

21 Memorise the fallen 4/20/2021 8:24 PM

22 Only if the name goes to a public vote 4/20/2021 2:49 PM

23 I think it should be historical figures only and go back through history and get the first Last
names of the different regions around Donnybrook

4/20/2021 9:38 AM

24 The entrance and exit from a sports centre is a busy section, often participants are hurrying
to get there, thinking of the event ahead, getting children settled for a drive to other towns
etc. The entrance exit should be open with good visibility. There are plenty of other sites to
recognize anyone worthy of such tributes.

4/19/2021 10:13 PM

25 As this is a sporting precinct, perhaps focus on local people who have excelled in their sport 4/19/2021 9:47 PM

26 but maybe honor first nations people 4/19/2021 9:37 PM

27 Great idea ...just not at this location. 4/19/2021 9:31 PM

28 See above comments 4/19/2021 9:18 PM

29 Don’t care what you call it 4/19/2021 8:43 PM

30 Avenue of honour should be solely for veterans who have died in past conflicts 4/19/2021 8:32 PM

31 ther cost is to high 4/19/2021 8:25 PM

32 Don’t think this is the right place for an avenue of honour 4/19/2021 8:00 PM

33 Ambiguous - who would the Shire be honouring? This question is difficult to answer as there
is not enough information

4/19/2021 7:51 PM

34 Did not agree 4/19/2021 6:09 PM

35 Nothing particular but outdated name 4/19/2021 4:39 PM

36 I don't agree with the shire names but prominent people that have helped in the community
would be nice.

4/19/2021 4:39 PM

37 If It doesn't take away from more important things in the budget. A hall of honour is nice but
unnecessary

4/19/2021 4:26 PM

38 Maybe sporting people or community members 4/19/2021 4:21 PM

39 Sounds pompous for such a small thing. 4/19/2021 4:11 PM

40 takes more than historical figures to make a shire. 4/19/2021 3:19 PM

41 With some idea given on who will be honoured. 4/19/2021 3:03 PM

42 Armed forces and emergency response onlyonly 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

43 Great idea 4/19/2021 2:22 PM
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79.87% 119

20.13% 30

Q3 The Masterplan highlights the expansion of the Donnybrook
Recreation Centre into the existing Recreation Centre car park to enable
an additional indoor court and linked external courts in a way that brings

the Recreation Centre to competition standards for Basketball and
Netball. Refer to Reference 2.Do you support that expansion and its

proposed location?
Answered: 149 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 149

# IF YES, OR NO, THEN WHY? DATE

1 Unsure 5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 This will bring netball into a purpose built arena and will see the demolition of the below
standard facilities at Egan Park

5/13/2021 1:28 PM

3 I support the current location, I don't support the scale of the plan or the proposal to build a
double story Pavillion which is essential new Football Club rooms. The football rooms are in
need of repair and believe an alerrtaive plan should be consided being single story without
the entertainment component attached. Many sporting groups have needs and repairs to our
sports centre should be included in any first stage. Cricket drop in pitchers are expensive,
cause drainage problems to exsisting turf, need maintaining, a experienced staff to install
and remove. Egan park should be the home of cricket we have an oval and drop in pitch
costs etc could be converted to new facilities at Egan park. Many sports have many needs,
most community sports don't pay their players a salary or have a bar to profit from, the
majority of players that play division 1 football for Donnybrook dont live in Donnybrook. I'm
pro devopement and understand the grant can't be used for club rooms and the
entertainment idea is the real reason behind the design concept. We need new facility's, not
a new bar or venue especially when the centre of town is only now recovering with the
injection of the refurbished pub, an indivual enterprise. All the sporting groups need new
facility's and I'm sure it can be done cheaper and with more infrastructure without the
entertainment side. Questions will need to be asked around security and police presence in
town especially if we are proposing aNother large scale venue in addition to the soon to be
annouced application for liquer at the goods shed. The grant should be reaaplied for seeking
the funds we need to actually just build the sporting facilities we need without the excess. a
business case study to understand the effect on local business should also be conducted
should the entertainment proportion go ahead. Can we afford the proposed cost$ The
following question is difficult to answer considering I don't support the building of a the
facility as propsed or its propsed uses listed below.

5/12/2021 8:06 PM

4 Cost outlay versus usage cost is way to high for the use 5/11/2021 7:22 PM

5 Not sure what other options were. A pity outdoor netball courts will have best view looking
down valley. Outdoor garden/ play/ picnic area for group exercise would be ideal to have this
view. Or even cafe / event facility area with outdoor area extension

5/10/2021 11:24 PM

6 Not sure what other options were. A pity outdoor netball courts will have best view looking
down valley. Outdoor garden/ play/ picnic area for group exercise would be ideal to have this

5/10/2021 10:34 PM
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view. Or even cafe / event facility area with outdoor area extension

7 Expansion to accommodate sporting activities for 40+ years 5/10/2021 8:33 PM

8 Why have out door netball courts ,surely they could be incorporated inside the rec center
too.

5/8/2021 3:46 PM

9 To accommodate and assist the growth & skill level of these two sports (& possibly others)
with modern and safe facilities. Both netball & basketball have been predominately played
indoors for many years now. It will be good to see Donnybrook follow suit, finally! The
external courts will offer opportunities for carnivals and possibly a practice area for
community members? (goal shooting, training etc)

5/7/2021 2:35 PM

10 We can't afford a development of this magnitude. 5/7/2021 8:49 AM

11 No one in donnybrook plays netball there wasn't even enough interest to do a senior
women's comp so why would there be more courts! You need to look at the demand! There
is absolutely no demand for more netball courts.

5/6/2021 10:19 AM

12 the Shire has has not said the running cost is gowing to be and who is gowing to pay for it 5/5/2021 8:12 PM

13 Another indoor court would be fantastic 5/5/2021 12:28 PM

14 As long as we ensure more overall parking. If we are increasing the attraction and likelihood
of more users of the facilities, then we need more parking. Also ensure parking spaces
accommodate large 4WD and SUV vehicles rather than toy cars.

5/3/2021 8:32 PM

15 I believe the existing facilities are adequate, and without any knowledge of the budget for
reference 2 project cannot support this development, payment for which will fall onto every
ratepayer

5/1/2021 4:15 PM

16 Expansions is necessary for a growth in a community 4/28/2021 9:24 PM

17 Insufficient information available on cost of this option versus upgrading the surface of the
existing netball courts. Donnybrook Netball Association already has trouble with sufficient
player numbers so don't see the benefit of spending excessively on netball facilities rather
than upgrading what is existing.

4/28/2021 8:55 PM

18 Looks great. It’s an amazing facility 4/27/2021 8:08 PM

19 These are traditionally very popular sports and need to be planned for with a growing
population

4/27/2021 8:02 PM

20 Always support the fact that Donnybrook would then meet competition standards allowing
them to be on a par with other sporting groups

4/27/2021 7:47 PM

21 netball is an outdoor winter sport 4/27/2021 9:42 AM

22 Could we upgrade our local pool facilities 4/25/2021 7:47 PM

23 Waste of money 4/24/2021 11:01 PM

24 Should be the number one priority of this project. Will benefit multiple sports and other
activities. The football club building will only benefit one sport in reality.

4/24/2021 1:52 PM

25 The two courts are barely used so why build more? The community would prefer an outdoor
pool.

4/24/2021 1:38 PM

26 This needs to happen in stage 1, to ensure it actually happens. 4/23/2021 4:37 PM

27 Why can’t the Pumptrack move 50 meters and the existing courts stay? Why isn’t Egan
Park or the country club home if the inter generational all-embracing, sports, recreation,
entertainment, culture and football hub?

4/23/2021 10:47 AM

28 See response Q1 4/23/2021 5:54 AM

29 What is in the 'shade structure' or 'shelter' in blue - is it an extension of the Rec centre? 4/22/2021 12:32 PM

30 Why can’t the basketball club go on using the present basketball courts and if expansion is
necessary why not expand the other way up the hill where there’s room

4/21/2021 9:48 PM

31 That area would need to be all one level and it's currently quite a drop in between. One
would presume that would cost a lot to level. What's wrong with the current netball courts at
Egan Park?

4/21/2021 4:31 PM

32 Why do we need it 4/20/2021 11:04 PM

33 Why do we need it 4/20/2021 10:42 PM

34 Lack of consultation 4/20/2021 8:24 PM

35 Could lead to better quality competition and potential to hold higher league games from
abroad

4/20/2021 3:09 PM

36 Support 2 or 3 new outdoor netball/basketball courts. New indoor court not necessary. Total
number of courts only needs to be 4 or possibly 5.

4/20/2021 1:23 PM
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37 We need more netball & basketball courts and it makes semse to link them with Rec centre 4/19/2021 10:15 PM

38 Not enough information. Yes we need updated facilities, but where has the parking been
allocated/moved.

4/19/2021 10:13 PM

39 Egan Park netball courts have long been an embarrassment to our town. Dangerous
outdated, poor shelter and lack of courts to hold carnivals. That is why netball has died in
our town. Very sad

4/19/2021 9:47 PM

40 if we are going to have the facility we should maximise their potential 4/19/2021 9:37 PM

41 I support the concept of expansion but believe the entrance should be on the Steere St side
where there are no existing residences.

4/19/2021 9:31 PM

42 Yes however there needs to be more parking near the rec Centre, possibly a bigger car park
up the hill to accommodate the removal of that parking area

4/19/2021 9:23 PM

43 See above 4/19/2021 9:18 PM

44 Is it big enough. Does it have access to outside facilities for when rec Center is closed 4/19/2021 8:43 PM

45 These extra courts are needed to enable the town to host carnivals & provide training
facilities for the region

4/19/2021 8:41 PM

46 ther cost is to high 4/19/2021 8:26 PM

47 Donnybrook is unable to maintain the recreation centre they have to a high standard how will
the shire afford to maintain a bigger centre

4/19/2021 8:00 PM

48 Great idea, the Rec centre should be the focus of this project 4/19/2021 7:51 PM

49 Yes, great idea for the vacant space, brings it all together 4/19/2021 7:38 PM

50 It offers best access. 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

51 It will allow for netball to be practiced and played in inclement weather 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

52 Yes all sport in donnybrook needs to be in one spot 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

53 Do we require outdoor netball courts? Would be better for more indoor courts 4/19/2021 6:09 PM

54 As a coordinator of the SWNFL it will be great to have a new court but it will require the
standard distance around the courts to play any games on.

4/19/2021 5:49 PM

55 As this will bring better facilities to the Shire and hopefully more usage of the centre. 4/19/2021 4:42 PM

56 Ensure there remains easy access for all to access recreation centre 4/19/2021 4:39 PM

57 Ideally all the new courts should be inside courts. The more inside courts that this facility
holds, the more chance the town can hold regional carnivals and host neighbouring towns. I
believe that the community will utilise these better when they are protected from all weather.

4/19/2021 4:39 PM

58 no clear reasons given why we need it. 4/19/2021 4:11 PM

59 The existing facility does not have enough courts. The new outdoor courts should be multi-
use to also accommodate basketball. 4 courts would enable outside competitions to be held
at the complex.

4/19/2021 4:10 PM

60 It would make more sense to put the new netball and basketball courts where the new car
park is proposed.

4/19/2021 3:49 PM

61 Hopefully by increasing to competition standard we can encourage more use from bigger
league competitions such as SWNFL.

4/19/2021 3:30 PM

62 Connects rec centre and other areas together 4/19/2021 3:24 PM

63 Improves current facilities and brings the netball courts into a central sports area 4/19/2021 3:19 PM

64 Co-locating rectangle court sports makes sense and it allows the DRC to be used more
effectively and for visiting professional teams/competitions

4/19/2021 3:16 PM

65 Building the additional court in current car park would require less earth works 4/19/2021 3:07 PM

66 If it meets competition standards, why not ? 4/19/2021 3:03 PM

67 It makes better use of the Recreation Centre and more options for visiting professional
teams, while concentrating all court playing sports in one location = better use of the DRC

4/19/2021 2:44 PM

68 Current facility is old and out dated 4/19/2021 2:43 PM

69 Upgrades needed 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

70 Flat surface, no rock 4/19/2021 2:22 PM
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Q4 The Masterplan promotes a multifunctional use of the Precinct,
including an upgraded community hub facility to replace the Donnybrook

Football Clubrooms and Donnybrook Tennis Club building. Refer to
Reference 3.  There is a wide range of possible community use of the
Precinct's new facility identified within the Masterplan.Please rank the

potential facility uses below in your order of priority?
Answered: 143 Skipped: 8

Multi sport
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Weddings
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Q5 Are there other community uses for the multifunctional community
facility not listed that you think is important to be included, and why?

Answered: 84 Skipped: 67

# RESPONSES DATE

1 It’s important that we don’t overshoot our needs and again aim to profit by taking business
from local small businesses and hospitality venues, wineries etc. These plans are being
billed as an entertainment venue but seem more to be a fancy new football club room for
mates. Members from other sporting clubs have expressed that they do not all want to be
forced to move or be combined in this venue.

5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 no 5/13/2021 1:28 PM

3 Perhaps the questions should be Do you support investing 6 million dollars in New Football
Club rooms that will be available to hire.

5/12/2021 8:06 PM

4 no 5/11/2021 12:44 PM

5 Yoga Craft events Music events Teenager hangout Soup-sharing nights Winter movie nites 5/10/2021 11:24 PM

6 Yoga Craft events Music events Teenager hangout Soup-sharing nights Winter movie nites 5/10/2021 10:34 PM

7 Playgroup - familiarity and exposure to sporting facilities at a early age. 5/10/2021 8:33 PM

8 Back up assembly area for emergency situations. Note: rescue/medic chopper regularly
lands on the oval.

5/7/2021 2:35 PM

9 Na 5/6/2021 10:19 AM

10 we can not aford the loan the football cloub can not be trusted with any money 5/5/2021 8:12 PM

11 Nil 5/5/2021 5:32 PM

12 School carnivals , school excursion/incursion events 5/5/2021 5:30 PM

13 Local schools using facility. 5/5/2021 12:41 PM

14 QUIET Rooms - there is no point having a room for a meeting or function and all you can
hear are whistles blowing , people shouting and bouncing balls.

5/3/2021 8:32 PM

15 The Shire needs to detail the proposal and explain to all ratepayers why this facility is
required and who and how much different sections of the community will be expected to
contribute to its operating costs. We don't need another Rec Centre!

5/1/2021 4:15 PM

16 none 4/30/2021 11:30 AM

17 No 4/28/2021 11:35 AM

18 Unsure 4/27/2021 8:16 PM

19 No 4/27/2021 8:10 PM

20 Community training (e.g. training for volunteers), Shire community information sessions /
town halls, not for profits or small businesses to use at low cost e.g. painting, taekwondo or
yoga classes. Evening / off season events e.g. wine appreciation class. It all builds a sense
of community and belonging

4/27/2021 8:02 PM

21 N/A 4/27/2021 8:00 PM

22 No 4/26/2021 8:02 AM

23 I think we should include a decent skate park 4/25/2021 7:47 PM

24 It is, and will continue to be a football club. Pretending otherwise is disingenuous. Tennis
already has adequate facilities which could be improved but should not be demolished. The
building is in serviceable condition and was built by the Tennis club, not the shire. So no
other community uses. Most of the options in the previous question will not happen. It will
be a football club. It is their space and they will rightly dominate there. A ratepayer funded
function, bar and restaurant would be in direct competition with private businesses and I do
not support that. The Soldiers Memorial Hall is a great venue which could be better utilised
and doesn't need to be duplicated.

4/24/2021 1:52 PM

25 Not that I can think of 4/24/2021 1:38 PM

26 No because its a sporting facility, falsely claiming it to be anything other than what it is, is
misleading the community.

4/23/2021 4:37 PM

27 Just change rooms. None of the other things listed are going to increase participation. No 4/23/2021 10:47 AM
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business case would ever conclude that Donnybrook needs another food and beverage
outlet or another town hall or function room

28 Presuming that the 'clubrooms' includes the facilities of storage of the applicable sporting
equipment and maintenance equipment associated with the grounds.

4/22/2021 12:32 PM

29 Basically all the above activities have already been catered for at other under-utilised
venues in Donnybrook/Balingup area

4/21/2021 9:48 PM

30 PEACEFUL QUIET CONTEMPLATION AREAS, Tranquil Gardens 4/21/2021 9:44 PM

31 PEACEFUL QUIET CONTEMPLATION AREAS, Tranquil Gardens 4/21/2021 9:43 PM

32 No 4/21/2021 4:31 PM

33 It is important to note all the other community groups that use the tennis club such as the
Choir and Mountain Bike club. I think this is important as they want a small, cheap place to
meet weekly however this large multi-purpose facility that you propose could put their
weekly sessions out of their price range and conflict with other sports (namely football which
runs 75% of the year).

4/21/2021 2:02 PM

34 I actually don’t support the redevelopment of the football club or the tennis club as I feel
that these venues have already had recent upgrades and would prefer the sporting grounds
be the priority. We already have halls and and other facilities in our community that can be
used/hired to meet the other needs listed

4/21/2021 12:16 PM

35 No its a football club that will be used most of the time for that purpose. 4/21/2021 10:23 AM

36 Donnybrook have golf and bowl, and a cricket clubthey have fundraiser for most of what
they havewhy can’t we just upgrade our existing facilities.

4/20/2021 11:04 PM

37 Lawn bowls should be included in this development 4/20/2021 11:00 PM

38 We have golf .bowl a cricket club that all fundraiser for what they have got ,they are sporting
clubs in Donnybrook, I think the money should involve all sports and there individual
needs,updating existing grounds.

4/20/2021 10:42 PM

39 Indoor sports 4/20/2021 8:24 PM

40 Priority should include activities that facilitate and support sporting activities. 4/20/2021 7:34 PM

41 Good to see a practice field for hockey, shame that there isn't a bigger allocation given there
are 12 tennis courts.

4/20/2021 3:09 PM

42 Classes ie art 4/20/2021 2:49 PM

43 Small community groups only need a small 50-70sqm room to use. Separate hiring
capability of this type of room with a small kitchenette needed. Can hire separately from the
main function room and don't need a commercial kitchen/bar.

4/20/2021 1:23 PM

44 No 4/20/2021 7:51 AM

45 A pavilion is not a club friendly facility for volunteers that can take a feeling of ownership
and put personal effort into the upkeep and maintenance. Cleaning clubrooms is a major
component of club volunteering that I have been part of for many years. I'm not committing
to cleaning a pavilion after playing each game of hockey, cricket, tennis or footy. Especially
when the rooms are being shared by another club or inter-town clubs who don't take(or have)
the time or members who will be able to put in the same effort to maintain the facilities. That
then becomes an added expensive for paying someone to do this, or the facilities
deteriorate. A pavilion or large single clubroom does not meet the majority of our club
needs. We are a smaller community and more intimate clubrooms are an important aspect
when it comes to maintenance, friendly atmosphere, and usable facility more groups.

4/19/2021 10:13 PM

46 no 4/19/2021 9:37 PM

47 Easy access for the disabled,so our aged care community can come to events,especially
residents at Tuia Lodge

4/19/2021 9:35 PM

48 No 4/19/2021 9:34 PM

49 Not that I can think of. 4/19/2021 9:31 PM

50 Soccer 4/19/2021 9:23 PM

51 Funerals 4/19/2021 8:49 PM

52 Like to see the layout plan. Does this include changing rooms for all sports and sexes. Is it
able to cope if both hockey basketball and footy are on at same time or combination of
events

4/19/2021 8:43 PM

53 Not that I can think of - but why limit it? Who would manage it & I think priority needs to be
given to the sporting clubs who are losing their current club room facilities

4/19/2021 8:41 PM

54 A multi-purpose pavilion is a waste of money, events as listed in the previous question
should be held in venues which are already underutilised ie. rec centre, amphitheatre, halls,

4/19/2021 7:51 PM
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etc. Why build another venue which will be under utilised?

55 Possible playgroup for children or something new for younger children / toddlers etc 4/19/2021 7:38 PM

56 I believe that it would suit better if they had a full size hockey field , that way we can have
exhibition matches , maybe on the same night as a footy game , that way the bar makes
more , more people come to town , and brings more money to the town ,

4/19/2021 7:30 PM

57 An outdoor pool. This would be used by the schools and all of the community. This is the
only town without an outdoor pool

4/19/2021 7:14 PM

58 I'm sure there are, however every minority cannot be accommodated. 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

59 Any that come up can be incorporated into the current design 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

60 No 4/19/2021 6:59 PM

61 Does there need to be a hockey practice field if there is a grass multi purpose field? The
playground is quite far away from the oval, perhaps it should be closer

4/19/2021 6:09 PM

62 What about all the spectators that attend football? Is there room for approximately 100 or
more (8 teams x 22 players and many officials and members) people to watch the football
on a raining day if you can’t get cars in. For example, Eaton is a terrible venue to play
football and people have stop going to watch.

4/19/2021 5:49 PM

63 swimming pool 4/19/2021 5:31 PM

64 Not that I can think of at present. 4/19/2021 4:42 PM

65 No 4/19/2021 4:30 PM

66 Local church could hire the rooms on Sundays, it's important because there aren't many
Venue options for small churches and we only have two denominations represented in
Donnybrook at present

4/19/2021 4:26 PM

67 It should be primarily community functions of any kind. 4/19/2021 4:21 PM

68 why do we need it? are the existing facilities being used frequently? 4/19/2021 4:11 PM

69 Small community clubs - choir and ukulele club currently use the Tennis Club. They would
need a venue.

4/19/2021 4:10 PM

70 All the listed sports sound good 4/19/2021 3:58 PM

71 No 4/19/2021 3:30 PM

72 Mens shed, 4/19/2021 3:24 PM

73 no 4/19/2021 3:19 PM

74 No 4/19/2021 3:18 PM

75 youth centre 4/19/2021 3:17 PM

76 I don’t believe our shire requires a multi use facility. The shire already has under utilised
venues such as the rec centre. Why is the shire promoting this venue, it’s a waste of rate
payers money

4/19/2021 3:07 PM

77 No 4/19/2021 3:06 PM

78 Yes the skate park also needs to be included to make way for a caravan park at Egan park
as it is well overdue in this shire. We are loosing tourist dollars because we can’t even
accommodate tourists for more then 3 nights and that is out of date and not serving our
businesses or our shire. It’s about time the shire think of this and find a solution and not
keep putting it off because it’s too hard to work out

4/19/2021 2:55 PM

79 I 4/19/2021 2:40 PM

80 . 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

81 No 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

82 No 4/19/2021 2:18 PM

83 No 4/19/2021 2:16 PM

84 mens shed facility seniors facilities 4/19/2021 12:09 PM
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Q6 Do you support the integration of community and sporting facilities in
a multifunctional precinct designed for purpose?

Answered: 150 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 150

# IF YES, OR NO, THEN WHY? DATE

1 Feedback I have received from other sporting clubs indicate they do not want the focus to
be around the football club site

5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 Supported as long as each club that is a a part of the precinct gains from the process and
does not lose any of their current standard of facilities or playing surfaces.

5/13/2021 1:28 PM

3 All of the items below should be part of the redevelopment of town, pump track, skate park,
fun park, grassed areas around the current car parking, goods shed, not out of the centre of
town to be underutilsed

5/12/2021 8:06 PM

4 Too many individual clubs to run happily together. Are the footy club prepared to share the
facility or will they dominate its use for after games functions to the detriment of smaller
sporting groups in town

5/11/2021 7:22 PM

5 Not when one sport gets priority over another. The tennis club MUST receive equal or better
than what it currently has in terms of club room facilities.

5/11/2021 12:44 PM

6 Because sport is a good way to share experiences/times/ age ranges 5/10/2021 11:24 PM

7 Because sport is a good way to share experiences/times/ age ranges 5/10/2021 10:34 PM

8 A connective and supportive atmosphere for mental and physical health of our community.
A inter generational facility fit for purpose for the next 50 years.

5/10/2021 8:33 PM

9 The tennis club needs to be situated in a similar location attached to the football club but
needs to have viewing over the current courts or else the courts woul all have to be rebuilt
and appropriate shade provided.

5/10/2021 4:01 PM

10 Provides flexibility and optimises use and income to centre offsetting costs to Shire 5/10/2021 3:05 PM

11 When sport is taking place and a community event or function is occurring at the same time
i cannot understand how they will both be able to use the facilities at the same time such as
if their was a wake/ wedding the sporting club members would not be and to use the bar or
kitchen as they would be in use this would then not be viable for the sporting club to
function as they normally would.

5/8/2021 9:31 PM

12 Why is there a need to include the cricket club ? , they have adequate facilities at egan park
.

5/8/2021 3:46 PM

13 ONLY if it can be managed amicably between all parties. I like the idea of integrating all
sports in the one area, but concerned that each sporting group will lose their identity and
historical relevance if combined under the one pavilion building and how it will be managed.
Netball & basketball will be operating from the rec centre. It is obvious that the tennis club
wish to retain their existing club rooms. Consider upgrading the tennis club rooms to a
reasonable standard if this is the case! As the hockey area is located at the western end of
the precinct, would the hockey club utilise the rec centre or tennis club (if it remains) or

5/7/2021 2:35 PM
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would they utilise the pavilion as their hub? This then just leaves the saga of managing the
integration of community events in what is predominately a football club at this point until
other sporting groups come on board ie: soccer, softball etc. Note, the footy club has
managed to cater well for community events in the past.

14 We can't afford a development of this magnitude. 5/7/2021 8:49 AM

15 It doesn't need to be changed or made into anything fancy. Look at Donnybrook as a town.
What is the community interested in? Better gym facilities? No one goes to the gym as is
so how are you going to attract more people without impacting other local businesses.

5/6/2021 10:19 AM

16 we can not aford the loan the football cloub can not be trusted with any money 5/5/2021 8:12 PM

17 Not sure. Very expensive. May be better to improve individual club facilities across all
locations in Shire.

5/5/2021 5:47 PM

18 We do not have enough meeting/function rooms of size in Donnybrook, that will also have
modern facilities (projectors and screen, audio, curtains or walls to black out the room for
daytime events.

5/3/2021 8:32 PM

19 Donnybrook Balingup already has multiples of Civic Centres (read district halls), private
venues (read private venues for hire for weddings etc) and a miriad of coffee outlets and
restraunts, including the yet to be completed Town Centre building. I cannot see many
customers for this building.

5/1/2021 4:15 PM

20 So long as existing clubs aren't disadvantaged 4/30/2021 3:21 PM

21 Community communication is essential 4/28/2021 9:24 PM

22 I would only support this if there was more transparent information regarding the costs to the
Shire and hence the impact on the Shires budget and ratepayers. There is little appetite for
increased rates associated with excessive spending on new facilities. Better for the State to
invest in modest upgrades to existing facilities and save ratepayers money.

4/28/2021 8:55 PM

23 as long as clubs can maintain their independence 4/27/2021 8:37 PM

24 It’s the best way to maximise use of the facility and best use of the money 4/27/2021 8:08 PM

25 It’s a small Shire, doing the best it can for it’s community - these facilities will be world
class and multi generational . It needs to be cost effective and maximise the opportunity to
provide as much as possible given the relatively small footprint, confined within a residential
area. This is a great opportunity for everyone , not just the sporting elite.

4/27/2021 8:02 PM

26 Yes, with reservations. Our sporting groups in town, currently function very well both
financially and socially. None require shire assistance apart from football. Care needs to be
taken to maintain the identity and independence of all these fantastic and important groups

4/24/2021 1:52 PM

27 Yes let’s bring it all together and make it a centre the whole community can use 4/24/2021 1:38 PM

28 Conflict of use times and sporting seasons, make it unviable to be seen as anything other
than a sports club.

4/23/2021 4:37 PM

29 The shire simply can’t afford it. Clubs and participants can’t afford it. It will not increase
participation. The VC Mitchell site has far too many constraints to make it practical.

4/23/2021 10:47 AM

30 Clubs have long history and traditions. People like their independence to run their clubs in
their own way and this is lost in multipurpose facilities.

4/23/2021 5:54 AM

31 Different sports have different needs. We don't all wish to use and maintain 'Pavilion' style
clubrooms when we only need a smaller facility with less cleaning and maintenance. Large
facilities require more volunteer input that smaller clubs cannot access, this in turn means
that the shire are paying for the upkeep of unused facilities, or facilities used by fewer clubs
as it does not meet the clubs needs. I for one am not keen on maintaining a large area that
is used by other clubs (and the visiting teams) if all I want is a weekly game of
hockey/tennis/netball and maybe use the bathroom facilities once. It also means that the
social side of the game, such as having a drink or something to eat and socialising in
between quarters/games, is less likely to happen when the toilet/kitchen facilities are a
longer distance from the spectator/playing fields of the game. If there is less opportunity to
socialise as part of the sport then there will be less participation and in turn the facilities will
not be used as often - ie it just becomes a financial burden to the shire and it's ratepayers.

4/22/2021 12:32 PM

32 Different sports groups have totally different deme graphics which for fill the social needs of
individuals when choosing their particular sports club

4/21/2021 9:48 PM

33 QUIET COUNRTY LIVING IS WHY WE CHOOSE TO BE HERE and NOT in the bigger City
Suburbia area.

4/21/2021 9:44 PM

34 QUIET COUNRTY LIVING IS WHY WE CHOOSE TO BE HERE and NOT in the bigger City
Suburbia area.

4/21/2021 9:43 PM

35 Donnybrook has had separate sporting clubs and venues for years. I can't see how bringing
all sporting clubs together in one venue is going to benefit these individual clubs. If all clubs
have to share the one inside club room how do you deal with multiple clubs wanting to use it
at the same time? Netball and football are both played on a Saturday. Who gets to use the

4/21/2021 4:31 PM
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club room? Both clubs already have these facilities separately so why create a problem
when the solution is already in place? Plus the footy club just had renovations! Are you just
going to bulldoze that now? What a waste of time, effort and money. And if the soccer pitch
and hockey fields aren't big enough for a game what's the point in that?

36 I do when it is run properly and all parties agree. From my understanding this multi-purpose
facility mainly benefits the Football club and doesn't take into account some of the key
proposals from the tennis and hockey clubs. I also think the management model needs to
be sorted out as multifunctional precincts run by an operations committee have not worked
in other regional towns.

4/21/2021 2:02 PM

37 multi function sports center's in other towns have always run into financial difficulty 4/21/2021 10:24 AM

38 Historically the Donnybrook Shire Council have an average track record when it comes to
economically managing facilities. Better if they just let sporting clubs manage their own
independent facilities and leave the risk of building of wedding/conference
facilities/restaurants to the domain of private enterprise.

4/21/2021 10:23 AM

39 It is a great way to bring all community sports into one area to not only make it easier for
parents to get to multiple sports if they have children playing in different sports at the same
place. It will give the opportunity for town growth due to there being multiple sporting
opportunities for young families.

4/20/2021 11:00 PM

40 I don’t think Donnybrook needs it. 4/20/2021 10:42 PM

41 Not all towns are being considered rate money going to 1 town 4/20/2021 8:24 PM

42 Providing the clubs facilities are an improvement from their current situation. 4/20/2021 7:34 PM

43 Can seethis working as long as control is not given to one sport inparticular as this would
see profits go to only one sport and not all sports.

4/20/2021 3:09 PM

44 I don't think the wider community has been consulted enough. It seems to be all about the
football with no consideration for other sports except as an afterthought.

4/20/2021 2:49 PM

45 To update the precinct would be great but not sure about all in one new massive building
that basically services football. Smaller clubs/groups - tennis, hockey, netball, choir etc
need to be able have a separate building/area with kitchenette. This would be able to be
used/hired separately as there are always functions at the football club ie football, wakes,
21sts etc.

4/20/2021 1:23 PM

46 Sporting venues can be shared, but only if individual groups can control their venues. 4/20/2021 12:48 PM

47 But only if it’s done fairly for all sporting groups ! 4/20/2021 9:38 AM

48 Not sure. I like the idea in pricipal but am aware of other small town where this integration
has gone badly wrong. I woud like to know more about how the Multi-Purpose Pavilion will
be shared between the Football & Tennis clubs. I believe it is important that an agreement is
completed before any building begins

4/19/2021 10:15 PM

49 Trying to build a sports venue that meets the needs of a team sport of 20 plus a side
participants with a crowd of spectators against individual sports that have more personal
and smaller crowds of spectators means that members of the sporting communities will
miss out. In turn there are then less people that take up a sport and use the so-called multi-
functional precinct. Just by building bigger and spending more does NOT give better or
higher usage of facilities. We need sports centres tailored to the needs of each sport and
community groups that are popular in our shire.

4/19/2021 10:13 PM

50 Is there enough space allocated to this building in order to cater for the number of different
sports players using the facility as well as the community/spectators?

4/19/2021 9:50 PM

51 Parents with more than one child not having to split between venues, safe areas for young
kids to hang out and attractive precinct for youth to play and stay fit

4/19/2021 9:47 PM

52 but only if it doesnt compromise the sporting functions of the place 4/19/2021 9:37 PM

53 I worry about the future of Egan Park, the clubs not involved in stage 1 and junior sport. 4/19/2021 9:31 PM

54 However I believe the cricket club has a very good set up at their cricket oval and should
not be forced to move to this precinct if they don't want to

4/19/2021 9:23 PM

55 See comments above 4/19/2021 9:18 PM

56 Better to have somewhere that is always in use rather than multiple venues only partially
used

4/19/2021 8:43 PM

57 ther cost is to high 4/19/2021 8:26 PM

58 Donnybrook is only a small community and already has most of these facilities available
that are not used to there full potential I do not feel donnybrook has the capacity to use
such a venue to its full extent money not well spent

4/19/2021 8:00 PM

59 The mulitfunctional building will only become a grand football clubroom and should not be
endorsed by the shire. If the football club want bigger clubrooms they should raise the

4/19/2021 7:51 PM
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money to do so by themselves. Donnybrook is based on 'grass roots' community groups
and the football club should be the same.

60 Great use to combine both activities and make a community hub 4/19/2021 7:38 PM

61 It will bring the community together. 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

62 But I have reservations that Egan Park will be sold to the highest bidder 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

63 Donnybrook needs its facilities centralized and non sport use is good as sport doesnt take
up every hour of every day

4/19/2021 7:03 PM

64 Why should we have more than one facility that is vacant and unused for 6 months of each
year? It is important to bring our clubs and areas together.

4/19/2021 6:09 PM

65 The cricket facility at Egan park is a perfect spot with a proper grass wicket instead of a
drop in wicket. In the past there used to be a old pitch at v c Mitchell park that caused a lot
of injuries and wasn’t good for either cricket or football

4/19/2021 5:11 PM

66 More centralisation. 4/19/2021 4:42 PM

67 I believe this is the best solution but in reality, I feel that particular sporting associations will
take over the facilities and it will be difficult for others to utilise them.

4/19/2021 4:39 PM

68 I think it should just be for sports and the social events that go with those clubs. It should
be purpose built for sport, health and fitness and any supporting events.

4/19/2021 4:21 PM

69 again...where is the rational for spending all this money. 4/19/2021 4:11 PM

70 There should be no discrimination. There should be benefit to all considering the expenditure
and likely ongoing cost to ratepayers.

4/19/2021 4:10 PM

71 If the individual sporting clubs are still able to run their club rooms then I think it’s a good
idea to be in the same precinct

4/19/2021 3:58 PM

72 I don’t feel it will be shared fairly for other sporting clubs. I’m concerned it will be “hogged”
by the footy club and their sense of entitlement .

4/19/2021 3:47 PM

73 Better sense of community, better use of resources 4/19/2021 3:24 PM

74 It would make it easier for families with multiple children in multiple sports. Provides one
location for all sporting activities

4/19/2021 3:19 PM

75 Donnybrook needs to modernise its facilities to compete successfully with other regional
communities when attracting new population demographics to town, particularly young
people.

4/19/2021 3:16 PM

76 The shire already has under utilised venues, why build another one? 4/19/2021 3:07 PM

77 I believe the current Egan park needs to be made into a caravan park so putting cricket and
even the skate park in with all other sporting facilities makes sense

4/19/2021 2:55 PM

78 If Donnybrook is serious about being a modern community, it needs to modernise its
facilities and that costs money. Spend it now.

4/19/2021 2:44 PM

79 . 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

80 Consolidate the volunteers, shared exposure. 4/19/2021 2:22 PM

81 better bang for your buck, community and sporting must be integrated rather than
segregated - it ensures the facility is used at all times rather than only when sporting or
community events are operating respectively.

4/19/2021 12:09 PM
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Q7 The Masterplan identifies recreation as a key component of the
overall use of the Precinct.  Subject to financial and resource constraints

a staged approach will be used to introduce additional recreational
activities.Please rank in order of priority the recreation activities you

believe should be considered in Stage 1 of the Precinct implementation?
Answered: 139 Skipped: 12
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Q8 Are there any uses not listed that you think are important to be
included in the Precinct, and why do you believe they are important?

Answered: 86 Skipped: 65

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I think that trying to force everything into one area is not inline with the community’s needs
or wishes. I think this is an unnecessary and over the top spend, which will not be
financially sustainable. I also think it will be detrimental to existing businesses. We should
be supporting local- not going into competition with it!!!!!

5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 ESports - future recreational pursuit, community radio, Pilates/yoga 5/14/2021 1:00 PM

3 no 5/13/2021 1:28 PM

4 Nothing for dance clubs or martial arts like myself, while we are private businesses there
was no consultation seeked.

5/12/2021 8:06 PM

5 - 5/11/2021 7:22 PM

6 no 5/11/2021 12:44 PM

7 Relaxation space for quieter events eg. Tai chi/ feldenkreis Ideally open to air but also
winter-proof for wet weather Bring skate park up here- too much drug dealing where it is
hidden now

5/10/2021 11:24 PM

8 Relaxation space for quieter events eg. Tai chi/ feldenkreis Ideally open to air but also
winter-proof for wet weather Bring skate park up here- too much drug dealing where it is
hidden now

5/10/2021 10:34 PM

9 Regarding the footpaths, upgrade/renewal of the existing failing asphalt footpath along
Marmion St from the proposed Avenue of Honour to Vin Farley Park should be incorporated
in Stage 1 of this project.

5/7/2021 2:35 PM

10 Uses that don't involve clearing of native vegetation. 5/6/2021 10:19 AM

11 we can not aford the loan the football cloub can not be trusted with any money 5/5/2021 8:12 PM

12 Nil 5/5/2021 5:32 PM

13 An outdoor swimming pool would be great, especially during our hot dry summer months. 5/5/2021 12:41 PM

14 There should be an cafe/outlet for healthy food items. 5/3/2021 8:32 PM

15 Are (7) & (8) trick questions. Forget these options and save the money the shire obviously
intends to waste on them. It would appear the Shire is trying to ensure the new 1.5 M
FunPark equipment is redundant.

5/1/2021 4:15 PM

16 none 4/30/2021 11:30 AM

17 Not at the moment 4/28/2021 9:24 PM

18 No 4/28/2021 11:35 AM

19 Unsure 4/27/2021 8:16 PM

20 No 4/27/2021 8:10 PM

21 Cycling facilities and change rooms. 4/27/2021 8:02 PM

22 NA 4/27/2021 8:00 PM

23 No 4/26/2021 8:02 AM

24 A skate park decent one, so we don’t have to go to a deferent part 4/25/2021 7:47 PM

25 None of the options in the list are needed and should only be considered once the main
facilities are completed. Sporting facilities for existing sports first.

4/24/2021 1:52 PM

26 Outdoor pool 4/24/2021 1:38 PM

27 No 4/23/2021 4:37 PM

28 All those previously options are ridiculous. We do not have the money for the essential
requirements so much so for those options.

4/23/2021 10:47 AM

29 See response Q1 4/23/2021 5:54 AM

30 Aged care and disabled facilities - equipment and space -- designed specifically for
improving the mobility and fitness of those members our shire would be far better than

4/22/2021 12:32 PM
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another walking track or another dog area.

31 I believe spectator participation in any sports activities is very important and it appears to
have been overlooked in the planning of this precinct

4/21/2021 9:48 PM

32 TRANQUIL GARDEN...For Peace, Relaxation, DeStress 4/21/2021 9:44 PM

33 TRANQUIL GARDEN...For Peace, Relaxation, DeStress 4/21/2021 9:43 PM

34 No 4/21/2021 4:31 PM

35 No 4/21/2021 2:02 PM

36 Soccer - Less concussion injuries than football 4/21/2021 10:23 AM

37 Outdoor pool.have a look at waroona pool. 4/20/2021 11:04 PM

38 I believe there is a need for better lighting on the main oval. This will give the ability for this
oval to be used well into he night.

4/20/2021 11:00 PM

39 If anything should happen it should be an outdoor pool. Have a look at waroona swimming
pool that what we should get

4/20/2021 10:42 PM

40 Shelter 4/20/2021 8:24 PM

41 Can’t think of anything 4/20/2021 7:34 PM

42 Interesting there are no questions related to the allocation for Hockey in this survey. 4/20/2021 3:09 PM

43 Hockey and soccer seem to be under represented in the plans. 4/20/2021 2:49 PM

44 No 4/20/2021 7:51 AM

45 Smaller clubrooms for smaller clubs seems to be missing. 4/19/2021 10:13 PM

46 We are crying out for an outdoor pool. Sadly this doesn't seem to be a priority 4/19/2021 9:47 PM

47 no 4/19/2021 9:37 PM

48 No 4/19/2021 9:34 PM

49 No 4/19/2021 9:31 PM

50 Soccer seems to be missing and it seems to be one of the sports that Donnybrook currently
doesn't have available

4/19/2021 9:23 PM

51 No 4/19/2021 8:49 PM

52 More interested in knowing who pays for maintenance of the gym facilities given the ones
installed at the high school for community use are not maintained

4/19/2021 8:43 PM

53 Are there any picnic/family areas - eg: grassed areas to view the footy and can cars get
around the oval for the continuation of country footy feel?

4/19/2021 8:41 PM

54 If this is to be multi use, separate offices should be built for each sport 4/19/2021 8:32 PM

55 ther cost is to high 4/19/2021 8:26 PM

56 The funding should be spent on upgrading current facilties and not building new ones. The
plan is based on wants of the football club and not the needs of other sports.

4/19/2021 7:51 PM

57 Soccer? Another alternative to donnnybrook area outdoor water playground area instead of
staying indoors in a heated environment, summer is very uncomfortable at the pools.

4/19/2021 7:38 PM

58 Bigger hockey , that way it brings more people to a he bar and more to town , Brings more
people to watch a winning team they can back, and when a team is winning the more money
spent at the bar

4/19/2021 7:30 PM

59 Outdoor pool 4/19/2021 7:14 PM

60 Ample seating facilities. 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

61 Volleyball 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

62 No 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

63 No 4/19/2021 6:59 PM

64 No 4/19/2021 6:09 PM

65 Has all the stakeholders been included? For example has the South West Football league
been communicated with to get there understanding on how game days are run ect. Netball
WA should be contacted to get the standard size court so you can actually host high level
trainings ect.

4/19/2021 5:49 PM

66 where is the swimming pool in the design 4/19/2021 5:31 PM

67 No 4/19/2021 4:42 PM
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68 N 4/19/2021 4:30 PM

69 Cycle paths that link into town and exisiting cycle paths so people can cycle to and from
their sports

4/19/2021 4:21 PM

70 No 4/19/2021 4:10 PM

71 Seriously don’t put a parkour course in 4/19/2021 3:58 PM

72 No 4/19/2021 3:30 PM

73 No 4/19/2021 3:30 PM

74 Better lighting across the all playing fields to increase usage of the new facilities all year
round

4/19/2021 3:24 PM

75 Public toilets 4/19/2021 3:19 PM

76 No 4/19/2021 3:18 PM

77 Please use the funding to improve current sporting facilities ie, hockey, netball, basketball
and lights for tennis. The funding is limited and should assist with current needs rather than
wants

4/19/2021 3:07 PM

78 No 4/19/2021 3:06 PM

79 Area for Yoga and gentle exercise for elderly 4/19/2021 3:03 PM

80 The skate park absolutely 4/19/2021 2:55 PM

81 No 4/19/2021 2:43 PM

82 N0 4/19/2021 2:40 PM

83 Fenced play area for very young children 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

84 No 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

85 No 4/19/2021 2:18 PM

86 No 4/19/2021 2:16 PM
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61.64% 90

38.36% 56

Q9 High quality and sustainable community, sporting, and recreation
facilities require significant investment from Federal, State, and Local

Governments.While the State Government is the major project funding
source for the Precinct project, do you support Shire investment in

this project, which would include a modest increase in rates to service a
20-25 year, long-term, low fixed interest State Treasury loan towards this

once-in-a-generation community precinct development in our Shire?
NOTE: The State Government contribution of $6 million is contingent on
a significant contribution from current and future ratepayers/community

members.
Answered: 146 Skipped: 5

TOTAL 146

# IF YES, OR NO, THEN WHY? DATE

1 I do not believe a project on this scale is viable or advantageous to our community. Why is
the football club not able to find it’s self. One particular club should not be favoured over all
other sporting clubs

5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 Yes I support shire investment No I do not support the cost of the current project. I don't
support proposed increase to our rates if the proposed increase is 8 percent per year, every
year. I don't believe the project in its current proposal is affordable.

5/12/2021 8:06 PM

3 Similar facilities in other towns are now struggling and running at losses 5/11/2021 7:22 PM

4 The whole revamp is not a priority to the district. Grant monies better spent in upgrading
current facilities.

5/11/2021 12:44 PM

5 Why not 5/10/2021 11:24 PM

6 Why not 5/10/2021 10:34 PM

7 If it is around 5% rate increase. On $5,000 @ 5% = $250pa. Which is equivalent to $4.80
per week. ( 1 coffee a week).

5/10/2021 8:33 PM

8 We must maintain a competitive and attractive place to attract a new wave of younger
families.

5/10/2021 3:05 PM

9 The community and sporting club members are not aware of the ongoing costs that will be
associated with the running of the precinct, this unknown will result in a huge increase in
rates and members of the Clubs may have to pay astronomical fees to pay for the debt that
will be generated from building this facility. This would result in many clubs disbanding
because there members were never made aware of the actual amount of increased cost and
will be unable to pay a membership.

5/8/2021 9:31 PM

10 Its great for Donnybrook , but not everyone in the shire lives in Donnybrook and being a rate 5/8/2021 3:46 PM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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No
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payer in a small town within the shire, I don't see I get much value for my rates that I pay
now so I don't want an increase

11 Unsure! I would expect some investment from shire funds with some increase in rates,
however, 'modest increase ' in rates is very loose terminology. How much?

5/7/2021 2:35 PM

12 We can't afford a development of this magnitude. 5/7/2021 8:49 AM

13 Absolutely not. I do not see the demand from the community for these facilities. The current
rec centre is always empty as is.

5/6/2021 10:19 AM

14 we can not aford the loan the football cloub can not be trusted with any money 5/5/2021 8:12 PM

15 Could become an expensive white elephant. Clubs don't want to share. Better to enhance
local sports facilities across the Shire

5/5/2021 5:47 PM

16 I think residents of Donnybrook believe they are long term residents of the shire so therefore
will view it as they are investing in their own town

5/5/2021 5:30 PM

17 Progress is important and essential in all communities especially smaller towns like ours. 5/5/2021 12:41 PM

18 It’s a fantastic investment into our towns future and children 5/5/2021 12:28 PM

19 The shire should invest in beneficial projects for the community as long as they are not
frivolous. They should be multipurpose, hence the meeting/function rooms to be suitable for
business and social meetings, clubs etc. They should be accessible at minimal cost to
community clubs.

5/3/2021 8:32 PM

20 This a $9M expenditure which will benefit a very small portion of the residents and
ratepayers (albiet $6M is grant funding). The Shire's 43M would be better spent on a facility
which benefits more of the constituents.

5/1/2021 4:15 PM

21 To much money 4/30/2021 3:21 PM

22 to attract more (and younger) families 4/30/2021 11:30 AM

23 Progress requires commitment to the future generations 4/28/2021 9:24 PM

24 'Modest increase' is subjective. Ratepayers need more accurate and explicit information
regarding the impact of this facility on Shire rates over the next 20-25 years before they are
asked to commit to this project.

4/28/2021 8:55 PM

25 Depends what modest is but in essence I can see the benefit but equally have the luxury of
according a rate increase others won’t

4/27/2021 8:08 PM

26 It’s a necessary part of this project, ratepayers will just need to accept it. 4/27/2021 8:02 PM

27 Rates will rise over time anyway as do all fees and things in general , so to have Domething
significant to show for the rise will be ok

4/27/2021 8:00 PM

28 we do not have enough information to even consider this proposal. we are being asked to
pay for something over a number of generations without even a plan of the function center
on display. your idea of a modest increase in rates may not be modest in some households.
its all too vague to even be considered.

4/27/2021 9:42 AM

29 Our shire is struggling to maintain it's existing assets and is not financially secure. I would
prefer the money be spent consolidating what we already have. Upgrades to existing
facilities would be a better option than demolishing and building new.

4/24/2021 1:52 PM

30 Because there is no clear evidence of how much the Shire is going to go into debt to fund
this project. No guarantees that the project will ever be successfully completed. Given the
huge debt that current projects are costing the ratepayers it makes no sence to punish the
ratepayers with further debt. And paying for this project for 20 to 25 years. It will very
quickly be NOT a state of the art sporting facility. More likely a run down white elephant.

4/23/2021 4:37 PM

31 The shire is running at huge consecutive loses even without the loan, the Goods Shed
variations and Fun Park overruns. What is the community going to have to go without to
subsidise a new footy club? Our roads and reserve money has already been raided.

4/23/2021 10:47 AM

32 This project will put all our eggs in one basket and the Shire will have no money for other
projects in the future.

4/23/2021 5:54 AM

33 I do not support such long term and considerable expense by ratepayers for a facility that
seems to be meeting the requirements of one or two sporting group at the expense of
several other groups/sports. There are several facilities within the Shire that could be
upgraded at a much lower cost and in turn meeting the specific needs of the group/sport.
These group members would be more personally invested in maintaining and volunteering
their time and effort into a facility that meets their needs/wants - this in turn results in a user
pays result, rather than the ratepayers forking out for facilities that they do not use.

4/22/2021 12:32 PM

34 I believe most of the clubs are presently self funded and this would no longer be the case if
this proposal goes ahead. And my belief is that a club that works and plays together make a
stronger club

4/21/2021 9:48 PM

35 We local Rate payers already have what sometimes seem to be steep increases in our 4/21/2021 9:44 PM
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Rates Every Year. That along with increases in EVERTHING to do with the cost of living
makes the cost of Living increasingly HARDER.

36 We local Rate payers already have what sometimes seem to be steep increases in our
Rates Every Year. That along with increases in EVERTHING to do with the cost of living
makes the cost of Living increasingly HARDER.

4/21/2021 9:43 PM

37 1) we don't need this precinct. 2) you think we can actually pay off a $3mil loan plus interest
in 25 years? Can we see Shire plans on how this will be paid off before I put a yes vote in?

4/21/2021 4:31 PM

38 If it supports all sports equally then yes. This plan seems to be significantly football-centric,
a sport in which only a portion of the town participates. If the rates go up this precinct must
support everyone.

4/21/2021 2:02 PM

39 But dependant on what you call modest and what components/stages of the plan get to be
included. Must not be entirely focused on one sport.

4/21/2021 10:23 AM

40 Why should we have to pay for someone else’s decision , it’s not right 4/20/2021 11:04 PM

41 This town needs this 4/20/2021 11:00 PM

42 Why should we ,we don’t want it 4/20/2021 10:42 PM

43 Paying higher rates for services that can't be easily accessed 4/20/2021 8:24 PM

44 This promotes healthy living and gives future generations opportunities. Hate to see a world
with no community sport and leisure.

4/20/2021 3:09 PM

45 People are already struggling financially due to the current economic climate. There is
already a housing crisis and you want to make it harder to afford.

4/20/2021 2:49 PM

46 Depending on what MODEST means?????? 1%, 5% - we have not been told. Need further
information from the Shire.

4/20/2021 1:23 PM

47 I don’t believe this is the right place to ask this question because not enough rate payers
will do this Survey.

4/20/2021 9:38 AM

48 The Shire needs to provide modern facilities to attract people to live in Donnybrook. Without
such facilities potentially the town loses population to the City of Bunbury and other satellite
towns closer to Bunbury. A long term loan spreads the cost over generations of ratepayers.

4/20/2021 7:51 AM

49 BUT I am concerned about the budget of the local shire as I believe we could upgrade DFC
& the tennis club for much less money than is being proposed to spent. I question if it is
reasonable to put the tax payer into so much debt for a long period of time

4/19/2021 10:15 PM

50 Rate payers should not be burdened with long term debt for a facility that does not meet the
needs of all clubs. The limited information provided here is not adequate to evaluate and
provide a cost benefit analysis. It will not provide accurate data to evaluate community
consent or otherwise.

4/19/2021 10:13 PM

51 In principle, a good opportunity, but I worry for cricket,netball and junior sport if the shire can
not afford past stage 1.

4/19/2021 9:31 PM

52 Rates are high enough, we pay more than many neighbouring shires. 4/19/2021 9:23 PM

53 Definitely will not support rate payer funds being used when there are roads within the shire
in extremely poor and dangerous condition

4/19/2021 9:18 PM

54 The shire will pay enough just maintaining these proposals without having to also service a
huge debt to instal them

4/19/2021 8:43 PM

55 What constitutes moderate increase? I’d like to know a % or figure to accurately express
my view on this one.

4/19/2021 8:41 PM

56 ther cost is to high 4/19/2021 8:26 PM

57 Donnybrook does not need or can it service and maintain such a precinct when we already
have all these facilities within the community rates already need to increase to maintain the
facilities that in the community less money can be spent to improve the current area

4/19/2021 8:00 PM

58 Best thing for our kids 4/19/2021 7:58 PM

59 The Shire have reported a surplus in funds this year. Why then does the Shire need to
increase rates to cover a loan which is primarily an upgrade of the football club?

4/19/2021 7:51 PM

60 To make a recreational hub please ensure there is activities provided to all ages to
accommodate residents during their life time from families, single and young (possible 24hr
access to gym), seniors, water activities.

4/19/2021 7:38 PM

61 The community pay shire rates ergo the shire should commit to community projects like this
one.

4/19/2021 7:03 PM

62 But not more than 1% more than the normal rates hike 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

63 Yes on the condition that street drainage and kerbing is installed in the donnybrook town site
where rate payers who will pay extra live

4/19/2021 7:03 PM
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64 yes as long as there won't be large fees/costs for using the precinct each time 4/19/2021 6:41 PM

65 Unless the size of the club room area is upgraded as it looks quite small and not able to
accommodate all sports. I would need to know whom is in charge of the facility and who as
preference as there can be multiple sports ongoing on the same day. Who takes the profit
from the bar?

4/19/2021 5:11 PM

66 Want has the football ever done 4/19/2021 5:01 PM

67 I do support the project. As I am not a rate payer I feel this is better answered by other. 4/19/2021 4:42 PM

68 Shire is not financially viable in long term as it now stands- A breakdown of business plan
showing what modest rate increase is.the rate increase should be clear in the long term
financial plan.

4/19/2021 4:39 PM

69 Rates are high enough as it is and the continual increase is becoming uneconomical. 4/19/2021 4:39 PM

70 Don’t agree with increase in rates 4/19/2021 4:30 PM

71 It would be a great facility to have in our town 4/19/2021 4:21 PM

72 what reasons for the development. We have a lot of aged people. where are the facilities?
handicapped?

4/19/2021 4:11 PM

73 This is a fantastic opportunity to bring Donnybrook into the future and secure top class
facilities for our children. It will bring and keep sports in Donnybrook - rather than losing
them to Bunbury.

4/19/2021 4:10 PM

74 Waste of money. Poor cricket club which has 3 men’s teams and a woman’s team and gets
no where near as much funding but is the biggest growing sport in Donnybrook ATM.. I don’t
want my rates going up to support a football club that pays players to play from Perth and
doesn’t benefit the community.

4/19/2021 3:30 PM

75 Yes as long as all community sporting group needs are catered for in the initial budget, not
just benefiting one club.

4/19/2021 3:24 PM

76 not a part of sport groups, just a community member. 4/19/2021 3:19 PM

77 Cheap rates from Treasury repaid over a long time...it's not hard, let's do it already. 4/19/2021 3:16 PM

78 Why will this increase rates when it has been reported our shire’s finances are in surplus? 4/19/2021 3:07 PM

79 Depending on just how modest the increase and notice taken of out of towners who may
never use these facilities.

4/19/2021 3:03 PM

80 We need more infrastructure in this shire before we need new sporting complex. What about
the old train that was supposed to be made into an information bay out at Irishtown ? What
about the fact that we only have a transit park and not a caravan park. Why do we not have
more parking areas for the already congested Main Street ?

4/19/2021 2:55 PM

81 Cheap rates from Treasury, repaid over time...how hard is it...just do it already. 4/19/2021 2:44 PM

82 important to ensure that there are sporting activities conducted in the Shire 4/19/2021 2:31 PM

83 If the community want to have improved facilities then we must expect some increase in
eates

4/19/2021 2:28 PM

84 Building benefit for keeping families and children in the area 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

85 For the benefit of residents and ratepayers over the next 50 years. 4/19/2021 2:22 PM
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52.67% 79

23.33% 35

15.33% 23

6.67% 10

2.00% 3

Q10 In key strategic planning reports, it is recognised that the Shire of
Donnybrook Balingup will never have the population of key regional
towns of Bunbury and Busselton.How important is it that our Shire
maintain a range of effective, fit-for-purpose, quality community,

recreation, and sporting facilities?
Answered: 150 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 150

Extremely
important

Very important

Somewhat
important

Not so
important

Not at all
important
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Q11 Donnybrook Community, Sporting, Recreation, and Events Precinct
is a long name.  If you had the chance to rename the Precinct, then

what would you name it?
Answered: 122 Skipped: 29

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Egotistical overspending 5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 VCMitchell Community Complex 5/14/2021 1:00 PM

3 Donnybrook Sports Centre 5/13/2021 1:28 PM

4 I think theirs more important questions. How much is the hockey fields costing per
registered player, 250k divided by 15?

5/12/2021 8:06 PM

5 Bottomless money pit 5/11/2021 7:22 PM

6 VC Mitchell park 5/11/2021 12:44 PM

7 Donnybrook Recreation Precinct 5/11/2021 12:03 PM

8 Can we borrow ABC Act Belong Commit? Maybe have competition thru schools etc 5/10/2021 11:24 PM

9 Can we borrow ABC Act Belong Commit? Maybe have competition thru schools etc 5/10/2021 10:34 PM

10 Josh Sheehan Community Hub 5/10/2021 8:33 PM

11 Community Sports Hub 5/10/2021 3:29 PM

12 Donnybrook Commmnity Hub 5/10/2021 3:05 PM

13 Donnybrook Sports Centre 5/8/2021 9:31 PM

14 "VC Mitchell Park Precinct" (in respect of historical relevance) or "Donnybrook Sport &
Community Complex"

5/7/2021 2:35 PM

15 FFS 5/6/2021 10:19 AM

16 we can not aford the loan the football cloub can not be trusted with any money 5/5/2021 8:12 PM

17 Donnybrook Precinct 5/5/2021 5:32 PM

18 Donnybrook Community Hub 5/5/2021 5:30 PM

19 Donnybrook Sports & Leisure Precinct. 5/5/2021 12:41 PM

20 The Community Precinct 5/5/2021 12:28 PM

21 The Hub 5/3/2021 8:32 PM

22 Piesse's Folly 5/1/2021 4:15 PM

23 The Core. 4/30/2021 11:30 AM

24 Donnybrook Hub 4/28/2021 9:24 PM

25 Donnybrook Recreation Precinct 4/28/2021 8:55 PM

26 Not sure 4/28/2021 11:35 AM

27 . 4/28/2021 8:50 AM

28 Donnybrook Leisure Centre 4/27/2021 8:16 PM

29 Don’t know 4/27/2021 8:10 PM

30 The Precinct 4/27/2021 8:08 PM

31 Apple Sports Park 4/27/2021 8:02 PM

32 Donnybrook community Rec Grounds 4/27/2021 8:00 PM

33 Not sure yet 4/26/2021 8:02 AM

34 Donnybrook community precinct 4/25/2021 7:47 PM

35 Walter lindrum precinct 4/24/2021 11:01 PM

36 Donnybrook sporting precinct. What you are calling the hub, should continue to be called the
footy club. Football are a big and dominant sport. They will not share the facility and

4/24/2021 1:52 PM
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shouldn't have to. The hub should be the multi use area, the rec centre

37 Community hub? 4/24/2021 1:38 PM

38 Ben and Brians Folly! 4/23/2021 4:37 PM

39 The Peisse Rose Precinct, Utopia Donnybrook, The Footy Club, Bill and Bens Albano
Elephant, Our Roads Funding, Mick’s Final Folly, Homage to our own Sir Joh

4/23/2021 10:47 AM

40 The White Elephant 4/23/2021 5:54 AM

41 The hub 4/22/2021 6:27 PM

42 Stick with what we use: 'REC centre'. Most Australians know what a Rec centre includes, it
would also mean less expense in changing the Signs, stationery and references to the
centre.

4/22/2021 12:32 PM

43 The golden goose 4/21/2021 9:48 PM

44 DONNYBROOK BALINGUP RECREATION PRECINCT 4/21/2021 9:43 PM

45 Big money pit 4/21/2021 4:31 PM

46 Donnybrook Sporting Precinct 4/21/2021 2:02 PM

47 unsure 4/21/2021 10:24 AM

48 V.C. Mitchell Park or Donnybrook Sporting Precinct 4/21/2021 10:23 AM

49 Leave V C Mitchell park alone!!! 4/20/2021 11:04 PM

50 Donnybrook Sporting Complex 4/20/2021 11:00 PM

51 Local indigenous name for Donnybrook/Balingup 4/20/2021 8:24 PM

52 Donnybrook Community Centre 4/20/2021 7:34 PM

53 No idea.. Rose Amongst Thorns? 4/20/2021 3:09 PM

54 Donnybrook Community Precinct 4/20/2021 2:49 PM

55 Just keep it VC Mitchell Park. Already is very identifiable. 4/20/2021 1:23 PM

56 Donnybrook Sport & Rec Grounds 4/20/2021 12:48 PM

57 Donnybrook Sporting Complex 4/20/2021 9:38 AM

58 Donnybrook Sporting and Community Precinct 4/20/2021 7:51 AM

59 Donnybrook Community Precinct 4/19/2021 10:15 PM

60 It would be referred by most as the rec centre, so why not whatever we currently use on
letterheads and signage.

4/19/2021 10:13 PM

61 Donnybrook Recreation precint 4/19/2021 9:47 PM

62 VC Mitchell Park 4/19/2021 9:35 PM

63 Put it to the community - I don’t have suggestions 4/19/2021 9:34 PM

64 Donnybrook Recreation Precinct. 4/19/2021 9:31 PM

65 VCM Sports Precinct 4/19/2021 9:23 PM

66 Donnybrook action park 4/19/2021 9:10 PM

67 The Donnybrook hub or Community Precinct 4/19/2021 9:00 PM

68 The Brook. Like The Rise in Perth 4/19/2021 8:49 PM

69 Orchardists nightmare 4/19/2021 8:43 PM

70 VC Mitchell Park Community Precinct 4/19/2021 8:41 PM

71 Donnybrook Community Precinct 4/19/2021 8:32 PM

72 ther cost is to high 4/19/2021 8:26 PM

73 VC Mitchelle sports precinct keep the name it is part of the shire heritage 4/19/2021 8:00 PM

74 The Donnybrook Sports Precinct 4/19/2021 7:51 PM

75 Sports Precint 4/19/2021 7:48 PM

76 Donnybrook Community & Recreation Hub. Community covers events and recreation covers
sports

4/19/2021 7:38 PM

77 Disc “disk” donnybrook integrated sporting centre 4/19/2021 7:30 PM

78 Donnybrook community sports centre 4/19/2021 7:14 PM
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79 Donny Park 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

80 Leave it as VC Mitchell Park 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

81 Donnybrook recreation park 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

82 N/a 4/19/2021 6:59 PM

83 Donnybrook Sports and Recreation Centre 4/19/2021 6:45 PM

84 Donnybrook Recreation Precinct 4/19/2021 6:41 PM

85 Donnybrook Park 4/19/2021 6:09 PM

86 Donnybrook Sporting and Recreation Hub 4/19/2021 5:51 PM

87 VC Mitchell Park 4/19/2021 5:49 PM

88 donnybrook community sport centre 4/19/2021 5:31 PM

89 Donnybrook Recreation Precinct 4/19/2021 4:42 PM

90 Donnybrook Community Precinct 4/19/2021 4:39 PM

91 Donnybrook Sports Precinct 4/19/2021 4:30 PM

92 Donnybrook park 4/19/2021 4:30 PM

93 Donnybrook community Hub. 4/19/2021 4:26 PM

94 Donnybrook Recreation Centre, Donnybrook Sports Centre, sports hub? 4/19/2021 4:21 PM

95 NA 4/19/2021 4:11 PM

96 Donnybrook Recreation Complex 4/19/2021 4:10 PM

97 I feel the precinct is mainly focused on sport so just the Donnybrook Sporting Precinct 4/19/2021 3:58 PM

98 Donnybrook Recreation Precinct 4/19/2021 3:49 PM

99 Donnybrook leisure and function centre 4/19/2021 3:47 PM

100 Donnybrook recreation and events centre or Donnybrook multi complex precinct. 4/19/2021 3:30 PM

101 Arena for Recreation Sports & Events 4/19/2021 3:24 PM

102 Donnybrook Sports Centre 4/19/2021 3:19 PM

103 Donnybrook Recreational Precinct 4/19/2021 3:19 PM

104 Unsure 4/19/2021 3:18 PM

105 Donnybrook Sporting Complex 4/19/2021 3:17 PM

106 The Rose Bowl or give it a Noongar name 4/19/2021 3:16 PM

107 The Donnybrook Sports Precinct 4/19/2021 3:07 PM

108 Donnybrook Community Park 4/19/2021 3:06 PM

109 Big Apple Area 4/19/2021 3:03 PM

110 Donnybrook Stadium 4/19/2021 2:55 PM

111 Pride Park 4/19/2021 2:53 PM

112 The Rose Bowl or give it a Noongar name 4/19/2021 2:44 PM

113 Barry Shepard sporting club 4/19/2021 2:43 PM

114 No idea 4/19/2021 2:40 PM

115 Donnybrook sport and Rec centre 4/19/2021 2:33 PM

116 v.c. Mitchell recreation ground 4/19/2021 2:31 PM

117 Donnybrook Community Recreation Centre 4/19/2021 2:29 PM

118 . 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

119 ? 4/19/2021 2:22 PM

120 Donnybrook sprep 4/19/2021 2:18 PM

121 Donnybrook Community Recreation 4/19/2021 2:16 PM

122 The Hub 4/19/2021 12:09 PM
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59.46% 88

40.54% 60

Q12 The new multipurpose facility is designed to be a social and
community hub. Would you be interested in being a member/supporter

of the hub?
Answered: 148 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 148

Yes

No
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91.33% 137

8.67% 13

Q13 Are you a resident of the Shire of Donnybrook Balingup?
Answered: 150 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 150

Yes

No
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Q14 What other comments do you have about the Revised Masterplan?
Answered: 101 Skipped: 50

# RESPONSES DATE

1 This needs serious reconstruction. I believe that this survey is designed in order to elicit the
responses wanted- it does not make anywhere near enough information available to make
an informed decision. This is not a good way to get actual information. It’s almost boarding
on propaganda

5/15/2021 8:01 PM

2 I are impressed with the way the master plan turns an unattractive and difficult work site to
work into an inclusive and interactive complex.

5/14/2021 1:00 PM

3 It all looks good but can it all be completed with the funds allocated. Are there stages to the
build? I have the feeling this is a Football Club project with other sports being coerced into
being part of a Sporting Precinct so that funds can be obtained from the relative authorities.

5/13/2021 1:28 PM

4 Outdoor basketball courts? Probably the most popular sport with kids Aged 8 to 16 in
Australia. My kids play at the play at the outdoor court at one of the schools on the
weekend.

5/12/2021 8:06 PM

5 We are a small country town that cannot afford a project like this. Sporting club membership
is declining and many are playing in Bunbury due to school commitments, friendships, more
challenging and bigger sporting competitions. Compare the membership of senior netball
now to what it was 20 years ago. Also the financial cost to families of membership, uniform
s etc is now getting to be too high to afford in the current and future economic times

5/11/2021 7:22 PM

6 There are no supporting documentation to explain why decisions have been made for the
proposed masterplan. It is hoped that any future liquor licencing for the multi-purpose
pavilion does not impact on individual clubs being able to conduct BYO (Food and drink)
functions. If it is fully licenced then employing appropriate staff is going to be an ongoing
issue and the cost will have to be borne by the individual sporting clubs via increased
membership fees. It is imperative that the tennis club amenities are not down graded in
terms of viewing amenities which would restrict the opportunities for hosting major
competitions. The tennis club is utilised 12 months of the year (and most days of the week)
whereas the football club is a winter season weekend activity only with limited use during
the week for training hence the Tennis club facilities needs to be given a high priority.

5/11/2021 12:44 PM

7 In all honesty, it looks stodgy Were the various sporting groups involved in current
Masterplan creation? Did Shire consult Landscape Designer input- this would give crucial
professional advice on basic tenets of masterplan creation

5/10/2021 11:24 PM

8 In all honesty, it looks stodgy Were the various sporting groups involved in current
Masterplan creation? Did Shire consult Landscape Designer input- this would give crucial
professional advice on basic tenets of masterplan creation

5/10/2021 10:34 PM

9 Inclusive of all sporting activities. Great that netball & basketball were included. Opportunity
to rationalise aging facilities in other locations.

5/10/2021 8:33 PM

10 Glad to see the Vin Farley playground is now staying. 5/10/2021 3:29 PM

11 Lets make it happen, given the significant tranche of Government funding there will never be
another opportunity like the present.

5/10/2021 3:05 PM

12 This facility is meant to be sport focused and i hope it continues to be, if it wasn't for the
countless voluntary hours currently and put in by hundreds of people over the years the
current Tennis facilities and Football cub wouldn't be what they are today and this eeds be
remembered.

5/8/2021 9:31 PM

13 -what does the multi purpose pavilion actually consist of (layout, size etc). Are there plans
available? -If the tennis club are wanting to keep their existing club building, let this be.
Upgrade to their satisfaction & build the new pavilion for all other purposes. Provide a
pedestrian link between the two. -Don't agree with cricket nets & not sure if the removable
pitch is warranted either. -would like to have the existing "around the ground" car parking
remain, even if it was just on the eastern boundary. -don't agree with storage shed location.
Would like to see these located under or within the main pavilion. -would like to see seating
around the oval, new scoreboard and new dugouts incporated in the plan for stage 1. -Will
Chris Sheehan be acknowledged ie grandstand named in his honor, as this has been the
intention for many years.

5/7/2021 2:35 PM

14 We can't afford a development of this magnitude. 5/7/2021 8:49 AM

15 Consider options that are revolved around the community and the environment. Stop trying
to make donnybrook into a town that it isn't.

5/6/2021 10:19 AM

16 we can not aford the loan the football cloub can not be trusted with any money 5/5/2021 8:12 PM
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17 Nil 5/5/2021 5:32 PM

18 Ensure inclusivity and accessibility in all areas and buildings. 5/5/2021 12:41 PM

19 A ticket box at the main entrance for paid entry to some events, needs to have electricity
supply for efpos machines etc.

5/4/2021 1:47 PM

20 Ensure speed limits on the streets surrounding the hub are 40km maximum 5/3/2021 8:32 PM

21 I believe the Shire has to explain to ratepayers at a public meeting why such an extravagant
redesign of our sporting facilities is required, with detailed costings for each area, and an
explanation of how the capital and operating costs are proposed to be funded

5/1/2021 4:15 PM

22 I hope this plan takes into consideration all of the Tennis Clubs requests. 4/30/2021 3:21 PM

23 none 4/30/2021 11:30 AM

24 I would like to see the Shire publish a cost-benefit analysis comparing this project to a
modest upgrading of existing facilities.

4/28/2021 8:55 PM

25 Looks great 4/28/2021 11:35 AM

26 Unsure 4/27/2021 8:16 PM

27 No 4/27/2021 8:10 PM

28 Good work guys. Well done. 4/27/2021 8:08 PM

29 It will bring people to this pretty town for events and they’ll support local businesses and
have a great time. Fortune favours the brave, go for it. If not, you’ll be overlooked as an
undesirable backwater to live, work and invest. That’s too much to risk.

4/27/2021 8:02 PM

30 It’s very exciting for the town and as a young family with kids growing on the town it will be
great to embrace the change and the new facilities

4/27/2021 8:00 PM

31 Removable cricket wicket. This will have to be moved around easter. Where will it be stored
keeping in mind it will need bottom heat to maintain its health and structure. Who will be
responsible for its off-season maintenance? How will it be moved. The WACA use a
helicopter I believe. When it is moved there will be a sizable sand pit in the middle of the
oval to fill in the hole. The grass will not cover it over winter as the couch grass, which the
oval has, does not grow over the cooler months. Who is going to cover the costs? The new
cricket nets are built on a 30-degree slope as is the playground next to it. If we go by the
legend, there is no car access to car park no. 3. I understand that the avenue of honour is
the road but was this map proof read. Why is there a trafficable sewer tank in car park 3
when the entire area including the recentre and football club are connected to the reticulated
sewer system in Donnybrook. Bearing in mind that young children put everything in their
mouths why have you combined the tractor park playground and a dog exercise area. What
could possibly go wrong. The dog exercise area seems to be the same size as a house
block. How was the playground divided up? With the new carparks acting as catchments
how is the storm water to be handled Why is the plan for the function area not available?
Please explain the disclaimer at the bottom of the plan Is this a once in a generation
investment or will the bill be passed onto the next and the next after that. Are you building a
mansion and giving the bill to the grand kids?

4/27/2021 9:42 AM

32 I like the layout and think expanding the Rec centre is a great idea 4/26/2021 8:02 AM

33 The rec centre redevelopment is a great idea and will benefit a wider variety of residents and
in particular children and young people. The football club part of the precinct should just be
for football and it's scale should be proportionate with that. I think this survey lacks
important information which would enable ratepayers to give more informed responses. I
know there is a draft layout for the footy club building. It will use most, if not all the money
available to construct. Why has this layout not been shown to survey participants? The
questions asking us to rank activities will yield misleading statistics. There is no option for
none of the above. Some of the facilities are fit for purpose including the tennis club. The
premise at the start of the survey falsely seems to infer the current facilities are inadequate.
I have not seen that to be the case. If our shire can afford to borrow this money, I would like
to see it spent predominantly on sporting facilities rather than function areas. Alcohol culture
has changed and a bar is not compatible with junior sports and should be kept separate and
remain the domain of senior footy.

4/24/2021 1:52 PM

34 None 4/24/2021 1:38 PM

35 No detail. No costing. No governance model. 4/23/2021 4:37 PM

36 All those facilities would be great but it is simply a mute point. We can’t borrow the money
required so it cannot happen. A huge amount of our communities busiest volunteers time is
being wasted on developing a mute point. Put the community before ego’s.

4/23/2021 10:47 AM

37 See response Q1 4/23/2021 5:54 AM

38 The Masterplan does not include enough detailed information to make an informed decision
in supporting a project of such a large expense to the ratepayers of the Shire of Donnybrook
and Balingup. What exactly is being included in the "Multi-purpose Pavilion"? The drawing is

4/22/2021 12:32 PM
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vague to the extent of being inadequate for anyone to make an informed decision. I would
not consider a loan application to anyone that approached me for funding based on the
details here, so how can you ask the ratepayers to do so. If the Architects have been given
the funding to provide drawings to meet a criteria of the buildings and facilities requirements,
then they should have provided more detailed drawings, or at least a listed summary of the
dimensions and equipment included in the areas/spaces/rooms etc, that are part of the
'Masterplan'. If the have, then why are they not part of the provided drawings for this
survey? I also can see that the questions are worded for this survey in such a way as to be
skewed in the interpretation of the outcome. The question in regards to wanting to be a
member/supporter of the 'Hub' for example. In answering YES, does this mean that I am
supporting the 'Hub' as it has been drawn - because I am not, so I have answered NO. I am
a member of the DB community, social and sporting groups, volunteer and a rate payer.

39 1. The proposed dog exercise area for “The Vin Farley Rotary Playground “ is a good
thought but hardly adequate for this purpose. 2. The proposal to include a removable cricket
wicket and cricket practice nets is totally ludicrous, football is football cricket is cricket. 3.
Taking the car parking away from around the oval is doing away with a long tradition of
comfortable seating/out of the weather/great visibility and horn sounds with each goal, the
parking should be increased to both sides of the oval. 4. The Football club could do with
new purpose built club rooms. 5. The Tennis club could do with new reposition club rooms.
6. The Hockey Club practice area is totally inadequate for the purpose of a practice field. 7.
The Netball association will gain nothing by moving in fact it will loose its club house, and
why the proposal to locate the new basketball and netball courts that side of the recreation
building why not the other side. 8. The whole idea of country sports clubs is the participation
of both players and spectators in a social group of like minded people and this proposal
appears to disadvantage both and all.

4/21/2021 9:48 PM

40 O 4/21/2021 9:44 PM

41 I really can't see this succeeding. I can see it getting half built and then the money runs out.
And then what happens? The rate payer that didn't want it anyway cops it. I'll just sell up
and leave. I'm 6th generation, but I'm not footing that bill. No thanks.

4/21/2021 4:31 PM

42 A general foyer area before heading into the multi-purpose pavilion would be a nice entrance
to the building. I think the multi-purpose pavilion should be split into two sections. One large
section for football and a smaller section for netball/hockey/tennis to share. I hope an
agreeable management model is also reached.

4/21/2021 2:02 PM

43 There is no clubrooms for the tennis club. You have taken away the tennis club facilities
and not replaced it.

4/21/2021 10:24 AM

44 What do you mean by Q.12? Would I support a hub No. Would I support individual clubs
Yes. Do you mean would I drink at the bar? Or volunteer for the clubs. What are you
promoting....?

4/21/2021 10:23 AM

45 Donnybrook is a lot more than this new project we have a lot of other things that could do
with some help and changing and looking after, I think this is a bad decision and the fact
you want to put rates up to cover a few councillors dream is just so wrong when life is
already tuff for most of the community

4/20/2021 11:04 PM

46 The playground should be closer to the multipurpose pavilion this will allow parents to enjoy
themselves and kids still be within their view.

4/20/2021 11:00 PM

47 Why do we need it .we are a country town ,with much greater needs than this. 4/20/2021 10:42 PM

48 Hockey practice field is rather small. A greater investment to support hockey facilities
should be prioritised. The Donnybrook Women’s Hockey Club has been in existence for
nearly 100 years. The history of this very successful club should be acknowledged and
reflected in a greater presence in this plan.

4/20/2021 7:34 PM

49 Appears to cater for a vast range of sports and leisure which is great to see. Hopefully the
schools are able to use and promote the different sports with assistance from local club
members.

4/20/2021 3:09 PM

50 Pressuring the community to commit to moving sporting clubs to the new precinct without
consideration for the cost involved to the clubs and without promise of adequate facilities for
said clubs is frankly disgraceful

4/20/2021 2:49 PM

51 Need to link Rec Centre to football oval much better. Very segregated at the moment. Not
sure why we need a grass multi-purpose field when there is a whole oval there. New hockey
field is too small. If is half field then can hire out for training (Bunbury Hockey Stadium
cannot handle training bookings as far too many teams including juniors wanting turf time)
also can run 7-a-side half field summer hockey competition. Have little non-sporting
community groups been consulted at all????

4/20/2021 1:23 PM

52 A business plan is required. The hub for football/tennis/hockey should have 2 independent
facilities. One large, for footy & large events. Another smaller independent venue for
tennis/hockey or small groups such as yoga, choir practice etc.

4/20/2021 12:48 PM

53 I have concerns about the tennis club being swallowed up by the bigger football club. I
would like to know more about the plans to manage the shared facility if it is built & also

4/19/2021 10:15 PM
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how much it is going to cost each club. If it goes wrong this plan has the potential to put the
tennis club out of action. I would also like to see access to the grassed area outside the
smimming pool at the rec centre via bi-fold doors or similar so that familes etc could bring a
picnic and spend time at the outdoor/indoor pool

54 What does question 12 mean? What is a "hub" in this context? What would it mean to be a
"supporter" of the hub. What would a member of the "hub" be doing? This is a very vague
question that appears to be steering participants of the survey to consent to this plan. There
is not enough information in this survey to give the feedback you need to accurately assess
community opinion and their needs.

4/19/2021 10:13 PM

55 Concerned about ongoing upkeep costs and who will be responsible and take profit from the
pavilion bar/function rooms?

4/19/2021 9:47 PM

56 Looks good well done 4/19/2021 9:34 PM

57 I need more information to be more positive I would have liked an option in between yes or
no.

4/19/2021 9:31 PM

58 I would like the original VC Mitchell playground to stay where it is. I can't see that corner
clearly on the map to see what's there

4/19/2021 9:23 PM

59 Rather than spend all this money on such a Donnybrook centric project, get out and see
what other basic services and ammenities are required in the Shire

4/19/2021 9:18 PM

60 Hurry up and get started please x 4/19/2021 8:49 PM

61 More details on the internal space allocation There is never enough storage allocated for
each sporting code or community group

4/19/2021 8:43 PM

62 ther cost is to high 4/19/2021 8:26 PM

63 Not money well spent in the community, duplicating facilites already available in the
community less money could be spent improving the current precinct and more money
should be put towards maintaining the facilities the shire already has.

4/19/2021 8:00 PM

64 Please dont build anything like the eaton football club, that place feels it should be
connected to a shopping centre. We dont want to loose that country feel that people get
when they come to our town.

4/19/2021 7:58 PM

65 The Shire need to be honest in representing the Masterplan. The scale of the plan in
incorrect and misleading. Please revise the plan correctly for the residents of Donnybrook to
make comment. The proposed dog exercise area has no allocated parking and is next door
to a resident, futher it takes from the children's playground. The Shire want to attract young
families to the town, this is not the way forward (halving a playground).

4/19/2021 7:51 PM

66 It’s a great location and to make a all in one location will bring more visitors to the area and
potentially new residents.

4/19/2021 7:38 PM

67 Need an outdoor pool 4/19/2021 7:14 PM

68 Make it a reality. 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

69 Don’t put the dog exercise area in the precinct, especially not in that location. 3 reasons: 1)
it’s not big enough to properly exercise dogs 2) the constant barking so close to a
residential property would devalue the property and be noise pollution 3) the smell from dog
faeces would also do the same as the barking so close to the residential property. The best
location for a dog exercise area is the large area already set aside in Westwood estate at
the top of Marmion Street. Fence that area instead.

4/19/2021 7:03 PM

70 No 4/19/2021 7:03 PM

71 No 4/19/2021 6:59 PM

72 bench seating around the oval 4/19/2021 6:41 PM

73 Nil 4/19/2021 6:09 PM

74 Please consider what’s best for the community groups that currently use it. Home and away
change rooms, female and male sport, spectators that attend games.

4/19/2021 5:49 PM

75 swimming pool needs upgrading 4/19/2021 5:31 PM

76 Unless the size of the club room area is upgraded as it looks quite small and not able to
accommodate all sports. I would need to know whom is in charge of the facility and who as
preference as there can be multiple sports ongoing on the same day. Who takes the profit
from the bar?

4/19/2021 5:11 PM

77 N/A 4/19/2021 4:42 PM

78 Brief comments are. 1.The plan lacks any thought for the expansion of the swimming Pool.
Most pools now have specific fun areas for juniors and therapy areas for seniors. Expansion
plans were considered an essential part of the financial and long term viability of the pool.
2.Where are the ablutions and change rooms for the grass multi purpose field.Surely they
are not expected to go to the recreation centre or football change rooms. 3.where are public

4/19/2021 4:39 PM
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toilets. 4.Dog exercise area-adjoining residential areas-come on ,please do some research
on how important it is to get the correct location.every second day you read about conflicts
in dog exercise areas. 5.cricket wicket removal-The annual cost for this is no doubt in the
business plan-it should be itemised and made public-This is not theWACA or MCG. 6.plan
is predominantly focussed on football facilities-new clubhouse,change rooms ,lights etc.

79 I feel that there is a strong preference to get the football association stage complete and my
concerns are that once that is done, the other stages will not be affordable and therefore not
undertaken. Focusing on less popular sports in town should be the first stage so they can
encourage new members and new events to the town. Football is not the only sport in
Donnybrook and if these plans go the way I think they will, the football club will be the only
one to prosper. This is unfair and undesirable for many community members.

4/19/2021 4:39 PM

80 None 4/19/2021 4:30 PM

81 Looks good. Lots of sport related stuff which we personally have zero interest in, however
the potential for community use for say, local playgroup, churches, conferences etc etc is
very appealing.

4/19/2021 4:26 PM

82 Hopefully changing facilities in the rec centre will be upgraded with staff and management
providing an inclusive feel. The current manager has alienated a lot of community members.

4/19/2021 4:21 PM

83 too many carparks. no spectator seating 4/19/2021 4:11 PM

84 This is a fantastic opportunity for our Shire. Good luck! 4/19/2021 4:10 PM

85 I hope the tennis club and footy club have their own sections and run their own bars etc.
within the multi-purpose pavilion

4/19/2021 3:58 PM

86 Extremely pleased that the playground park on the corner of marmion street and emerald
street will be retained.

4/19/2021 3:47 PM

87 I current love taking my children to the small VC Mitchell park and will be sad to see this
go. I thinking this option still needs to be available.

4/19/2021 3:30 PM

88 Out door tennis netball and hockey courts requir lighting for evening training and events,
maintain the ability to park around the ground to view football maintaining the country
traditions.

4/19/2021 3:24 PM

89 There is accessible toilets marked but very unclear where public toilets are located. 4/19/2021 3:19 PM

90 Ensure there is sufficient parking as in Perth some facilities on a similar scale do not have
enough parking facilities

4/19/2021 3:18 PM

91 I’m concerned with the plan for the multi function building due to: the large size; the
proposed facilities designed for the football club; the merge of tennis and football club
rooms and perhaps the clubs should remain separate (as they already are); if the football
club wants new club rooms they need to self fund them; the overall cost to rate payers; and
the proposed model of business will potentially be a financial risk to current businesses in
town (pubs and restaurants)

4/19/2021 3:07 PM

92 Looks good, would be good to see design of the multi use pavillion eg changerooms 4/19/2021 3:06 PM

93 Looks OK. What consideration is being given for outlying areas who may wish for suitable
community areas ?

4/19/2021 3:03 PM

94 Build a caravan park at Egan Park 4/19/2021 2:55 PM

95 Make sure everything is big enough 4/19/2021 2:43 PM

96 The dog exercise area needs to be enclosed/safely fenced, it would also be great to have
permanent agility obstacles installed to help encourage the community to get out and to
activities with their dogs in a safe space. This would help reduce the boredom of dogs in
town, when dogs have had good exercise it helps reduce barking in town. Currently there are
no facilities nearby that you can safely let your dog free run

4/19/2021 2:40 PM

97 Why is cricket here when the have their own oval. Is that oval being moved.??? 4/19/2021 2:33 PM

98 ditch the idea of a removable cricket pitch. a waste of money for when turf pitch left with
grass on top will protect it.

4/19/2021 2:31 PM

99 All sports need to be on equal footing. Unlike the promises re: museum. 4/19/2021 2:28 PM

100 Well done to those involved in the planning. 4/19/2021 2:22 PM

101 I think this will be great for our community, aspecially it being all so close together 4/19/2021 2:18 PM


